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ANAMI

ANAMI is an Eastern term which translates to "nameless" or "no name". Anami is the source of all that
exists and the home of the Creator. The Creator is a formless intelligent energy structure and has no
name. However, in our region of space, we relate to things by giving them names such as Allah or God.
In IGC nomenclature the Creator is known as SO-0. However, none of this has any meaning in Anami
because Anami is the top of the Spiritual worlds and names originate far "below" in the created Mental
worlds.
Basically, Anami is an unending stream of consciousness with no beginning or end. It is an eternal
region which has always existed and always will. For creatures who have Souls, it the place of your
origin and, eventually, your final home.

ORIGIN OF SOULS
Souls are not created. A Soul is a tiny part of the Creator. As such, it is a part of the continuous stream
in Anami. Therefore, it is not possible to manufacture a Soul because - in some form - it always existed
and always will exist. Unless you originated in Anami as a Soul, you can never return to this place and
your period of existence will be limited. Souls, however, are eternal creatures and will continue to exist
forever.

NEED AND PURPOSE OF THE CREATION
Anami is the lowest possible density zone (or highest possible plane of existence, depending upon your
viewpoint). Young Souls are not able to comfortably exist in Anami. Therefore, the Creator causes
what we call a Universe to come into existence so that young Souls will have places with lower densities
where they can adequately function as they gradually develop wisdom and maturity. In this process,
their energy also increases and, eventually, they are ready to return to Anami as fully developed Souls.

STRUCTURE OF THE CREATION
The Creation consists of two main parts. The higher or Spiritual part consists Anami together with
reduced layers of higher density for the benefit of young Souls who are not ready for the low density of
Anami. These areas are known as Spiritual Planes and only Souls exist there. Mystics generally agree
on seven density zones (which includes Anami), however, since these zones have no specific identifying
qualities except for density level, not everyone agrees on seven but, rather, something less than seven.
You can find more specific descriptions of the structure of the Universe in our book "TEXT" - released
in 1992 - as well as our more recent work, "Essentials of Mysticism". Both are available for free on our
site 3108.info

The Lower Worlds
So far we have discussed Anami and the modifications of Anami to create higher density areas. None of
these areas contain anything of a material nature. However, the so called Lower Worlds do. Matter,
Space and Time are created illusions. Matter is always changing and so is not real. Matter is created by
reducing the energy level of the "stuff" in the lower Spiritual Planes and splitting it into two opposite
parts. Should these parts recombine, they would cease to exist and return to their natural formless state.
Creating matter also creates the concept of space and time. All of this is an illusion, however it is useful
as an educational tool for young Souls by providing the opportunity to have experiences which are not
available in the Spiritual worlds. These experiences contribute to wisdom and maturity which advance
the development of young Souls. These experiences are not possible in the Spiritual worlds. You could
consider this phase of existence as "the childhood of the Soul".
There are four basic density zones in the lower or created worlds and quite a few "planes".
No doubt you have noted that mystics and psychics use the term "planes". A plane refers to a flat
surface. So, in case you are not familiar with why this word is used, it is because you actually live
inside a two dimensional "plane". However, once "inside" a plane you perceive it to be three demential.
This is due to your perception. In the Physical density zone, it is generally believed there are about 212
planes. Life forms in each plane believe their plane is the "universe" and nothing else exists. They have
no idea that other Physical planes exist. The next lower density is the Astral density zone and Astral
travelers report seven planes there. They function the same as Physical planes except they operate at a
lower density and use a "finer" grade of matter.
Plane Lords
Planes are managed by a being known as a "plane lord". The plane lord is authorized by and serves at
the pleasure of the Creator. The authority of the plane lord - within its space - is absolute. The Plane
Lord for both the Physical and Astral density zones is Kal. His mate is Kali. The concept of sex exists
in both density zones but does not exist in other density zones.
These two low density zones function as sort of "basic training" for the young Soul. Because of the
addition of the concept of sex together with the variety of experiences possible considering the number
of Planes and the additional compartmentalization created by the addition of the concept of "time",
which allows all compartments to be used for different scenarios as "time passes", every conceivable
experience becomes possible. This offers almost unlimited opportunities for young Souls to have unique
experiences and develop their creative abilities. This is the reason these places were created, because,
these things are not possible in the Spiritual Worlds where space, time and matter do not exist.

NAVIGATION

Most people stay in the compartment where they were born and never realize anything else exists.
However, some have the energy and courage to "venture out" and explore. You must learn this
eventually in order to Spiritually advance and evolve, however, for most, this can take quite a while.
The easiest way to travel is to explore as a naked Soul. If you can do this, you have essentially an "all
access" pass to everything in the created Universe and - if you meet the qualifications - everything in the
Spiritual worlds. However, few can accomplish this. So, most travelers use Astral projection which will
give you access to everything in the Astral density zone. However, this is as far as you can go unless
you learn how to drop your Astral body. Most can't. In fact, most people assume that the Astral density
zone is "heaven". Of course, it is not.
Now, we want to briefly touch on navigation techniques. When most people Astrally project, they find
themselves in what has been described as a "whirling tunnel". If you do nothing, this tunnel will lead
you to some specific location on some Astral plane. However, if you are adventurous, you will notice
that, along this tunnel, there are "backwards eddy's" which lead in the opposite direction. If you dive
into one of these, you will find yourself in free space in the Astral density zone. From this perspective,
you can see all seven Astral planes and are free to pick which plane you want to visit. The Universe is
designed to be very user friendly for those adept enough to use it. Each Astral plane is identified in one
corner (remember, now that you are outside the system, you can clearly see that these are flat - two
dimensional structures) by a schematic of a lotus flower. The number of petals identifies the plane. In
the Physical density zone, all the Physical planes are marked with unique identifiers on the outside
surface. Additionally, the Astral planes are marked on the outside with cartesian coordinates - like a
sheet of graph paper. So, if you know a specific address, you can deliberately choose that entrance
point. So, you might say, I want to visit Plane #4 at coordinates 12 x 42. So, it is really not that hard to
move around once you learn how. Remember, as long as your Physical body here on Earth is alive, you
are linked to it by the so called "silver cord" and so you can return whenever you want from wherever
you might be.

FREE CHOICE
Souls always have free choice. This guarantee from the Creator is very important. The choices the Soul
makes determine its rate of Spiritual progress as well as its right to return to the Spiritual worlds and,
eventually, to Anami. Souls are free to make any choices they please, however choices have
consequences. These may be positive or negative. Remember, the Lower Worlds are dual worlds where
both the left hand path and right hand path exist equally. Creation of matter, space and time require the
existence if duality. Choosing the left hand path automatically blocks your access to the Spiritual
Worlds, however you are free to roam around the Lower Worlds for as long as you like. Souls learn and
grow by trial and error. Correct choices will shorten your stay here. Incorrect choices will extend your
stay here indefinitely. Generally, no one will give you the correct answers so it is up to you to figure
them out yourself. However, a legitimate Spiritual Master (SM-1) would be a great help if you can find
one. This is practically impossible because most are fake and legitimate Masters do not advertise their

existence.
We highly recommend that you read the book, "Tibet's Great Yogi Milarepa" by W.Y. Evans-Wentz.
Milarepa first became a master of the left hand path which gave him power and riches. However, he
then sensed that there were places he could not reach (the Spiritual Planes). A master of the right hand
path explained to him that this was the consequence of his choice and if he wanted access to the Spiritual
worlds, he would have to give up everything he now had and start from the beginning as a student of the
right hand path. Milarepa agreed to do this and became a master of the right hand path before he died.
This is the only known recorded case of someone accomplishing this in a single lifetime. You may also
appreciate other books by this author.

IGC
IGC stands for Inter Galactic Council. IGC is enforces the law in this section of space. Although most
of the activities of IGC take place in Kal's domain, IGC itself is autonomous and operates under the
direct authorization of the Creator. Decisions of the Council are final and cannot be challenged. There
are quite a few divisions of IGC including the Planetary Analysis division, the Galactic Police (and its
subdivision, The Cleaners). IGC is charged with the enforcement of Galactic Law.

GALACTIC LAW
The basis of all Galactic Law is known as "Directive One". Essentially, directive one states that it is not
permitted to deliberately interfere with the Spiritual progress of a Soul. All administrative personnel
working throughout the Universe must agree never to violate directive one.
Clearly, if it was not for directive one and the agency which enforces it (IGC), evil forces could gain
control of the Creation and all Spiritual progress would stop. The system would go stagnant and no
Souls would ever get back to Anami. Obviously, this cannot be allowed since it would nullify the
purpose of the Creation and the will of the Creator.
All specific galactic laws come from the need to enforce Directive One. Let's look at a few of them.
Nuclear Weapons Prohibited
Nuclear weapons are prohibited because they disrupt space-time at distances considerably far from the
point of origin. This is a densely populated universe and most advanced societies have and routinely use
space travel devices. They depend upon the stability of space-time to establish safe transport corridors.
Detonation of a nuclear device can disrupt space-time throughout the galaxy and beyond which would
result in destruction of ships and death of their crew. Consequently the production or use of such
devices is prohibited. IGC can order rogue planets which deliberately violate this law destroyed should

they refuse to reform. This is a very serious violation.
Fully Autonomous Artificial Intelligence Devices Prohibited
Artificial intelligence devices must be supervised by a competent life form. This means a legitimate life
form with a Soul. Unsupervised devices may be destroyed at will.
Unsupervised Manufactured Life Forms Prohibited
Genetic engineers are permitted to manufacture life forms for temporary use as slaves. However, they
must be supervised by legitimate life forms (life forms who have Souls) and must be destroyed when no
longer needed. Under no conditions are these created creatures (who, by definition, have no Soul) be
permitted to wander about unsupervised.
Penalties
There are penalties for violations which are enforced by the Galactic Police (IGP).
The maximum penalty for creatures with Souls is banishment from the creation. Generally, this penalty
is reserved for fully developed black magicians. They can endanger the Creation and are also hard to
catch since they can move about in time and alter their form. Specially trained Galactic Police hunt
them down. Souls cannot be destroyed but can be isolated in a sub dimension so that they cannot reenter
the Creation.
Unsupervised manufactured life forms which were either abandoned or somehow escaped are
obliterated. Since they have no Soul, they have no rights under Galactic Law. Only Souls have rights.
Another penalty you may want to consider is the "perpetual isolation" penalty. This is the penalty for
creatures who have Souls and deliberately commit suicide. They are placed in isolation on one of the
Astral Planes. They have no contact with any other life form. They desperately desire contact, however
to seek it increases their penalty. If you can travel to the Astral world and know someone who
committed suicide, you can locate them and see their condition. The reason this penalty is so harsh is
because, normally, before a Soul begins a new lifetime, they are shown the future and the life they will
have and they accept this destiny. Suicide is considered to be a violation of their commitment.

NATURAL LIFE FORMS
Natural life forms are life forms whose existence is authorized by the Creator. Natural life forms either
have individual Souls or operate under a "group Soul". Typically, the life forms on the lower end of the
evolutionary scale such as plants (Group I) and insects/insectoids together with reptials/reptialians

(Group II) essentially always operate under a group Soul. The higher groups can be mixed. Natural
humanoid life forms always have individual Souls. Manufactured humanoid life forms (biobots) have
no Soul because it is not possible to create a Soul. However, Souls can interface with these created
forms which will generally leave the unsuspecting Soul trapped and unable to escape.

ORPHAN LIFE FORMS
Soulless creatures do not come into existence naturally. However, they can be manufactured by genetic
engineers. These creatures, known as Orphan Life Forms, have no Soul because manufacturing Souls is
not possible. Only the Creator (SO-0) has this power. However, these creatures can function in the so
called Lower or Created Worlds. However, with no Soul, it is not possible for these creatures to even
imagine the existence of the Spiritual worlds outside of the Created Worlds. Also, they have no link to
nature and must be "educated". Generally, they operate by tapping into some random stream of artificial
intelligence. These creatures have a limited existence. Eventually, they will dissolve into oblivion and
be forgotten. However, in the meantime, they can "ascend" to the Planes in the Astral density zone and
also reincarnate in the Physical density zone. They are generally manufactured for use as slaves.

PHYSICAL - ASTRAL COUPLET
All physical life forms are linked to an Astral form (or Astral body). No physical life form can remain
alive without this link. If the link is broken, the associated Physical form will die. However, the
associated Astral form will not. Astral forms do not need an associated Physical form to live, however
Physical life forms cannot continue to live without an associated Astral form. Therefore, it would be
correct to say that all living creatures survive physical death because the associated Astral form will
continue to live and will likely "reincarnate" as a new Physical life form eventually. This applies to all
Physical life forms including those with no Soul.

SCIENCE
The concept of Science most likely originated because some of the more ridiculous claims of the ruling
Priestcraft - such as the sun orbited the earth - defied natural common sense. Science and Scientific
Atheism have become pretty much synonymous. Because it was believed that the Priestcraft represented
god - and some of their claims were obviously false - it was believed that the idea of god was also a lie.
Actually, the Priestcraft consisted of a bunch of con artists who practiced black magic and who had no
link to any legitimate supreme being. However, people are just beginning to realize that today.
Anyway, fledgling scientists decided to begin a search for truth by claiming everything was false unless
it could be proved true. They believed that this approach, eventually, would lead them to discover real
truth. It proved to be a long road. The argument that "if you cannot see it, it does not exist" caused

serious problems in the beginning. For example, people calling themselves "doctors" existed before the
microscope was invented. Since they could not see germs, they claimed they did not exist and refused to
bathe or wash their hands. Consequently, most of their "patients" died from infections.
However, science persisted clinging to the hope that, someday, the truth about everything would be
revealed. In the meantime, they made up "theories". Theories were accepted as fact until someone
could prove they were false. Their longest lasting theory was the "accident theory" which asserted that
everything was a random accident. The universe was an accident. Life was an accident probably started
when lightning hit a rock or something which contained the right chemicals. After that, life "evolved"
and that is why we are here. It is a beautiful, simple fairy tale and most people believe it.
However, all this changed when a particle physicist named Richard Feynman wrote a proof - which
scientists could not deny - that the universe could have only come into existence by "intelligent design".
Feynman is dead now but he has you tube videos and many internet references. However, it appears the
final part of his proof has been redacted and classified. Apparently, this was just too much for a world
based upon scientific atheism to handle.

